You are Invited

Division of Public Health Sciences
30th Anniversary Celebration
September 19, 2019
Scientific Symposium 10 am – 4 pm
Biotech Atrium, 575 Patterson Ave., Winston-Salem, NC 27101

Join us as we commemorate three decades of great people and great science with a Scientific Symposium

Schedule of Events
10:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Ignite presentations by Division of Public Health Sciences faculty and post-doctoral fellows, with opening remarks by Gary Rosenthal, MD
12:30 - 1:45 p.m. Lunch and poster presentations by faculty, students, research staff, and post-doctoral fellows
1:45 - 3:30 p.m. Panel on Scientific Contributions of Public Health Sciences, moderated by Greg Burke, MD, MSc

Scientific Symposium Speakers (10:30 am - 12:30 pm)

Beth Reboussin, PhD, Professor, Biostatistics and Data Science - Is Marijuana Legalization the Answer to the Opioid Epidemic?
Mike Bancks, PhD, MPH, Assistant Professor, Epidemiology & Prevention - Digging into the Heterogeneity of Diabetes: Race/Ethnicity, Clinical Profile, and Risk for Complications
Nathan O’Connell, PhD, Assistant Professor, Biostatistics and Data Science - Constructing and Implementing Continuous Toxicity Scores in Dose-Finding Cancer Trials
Mark Hall, JD, Professor, Social Sciences & Health Policy - Federal and State Solutions to “Surprise” Medical Billing
Amresh Hanchate, PhD, Professor, Social Sciences & Health Policy - Changes in Inpatient Care Utilization Associated with ACA Coverage Expansion in 2014
Erin Sutfin, PhD, Associate Professor, Social Sciences & Health Policy - Health Communication Campaign for Non-Cigarette Tobacco Products
Edward Ip, PhD, Professor, Biostatistics and Data Science - A New Approach for Analyzing Complex Longitudinal Social Networks
Kathryn Weaver, PhD, MPH, Associate Professor, Social Sciences & Health Policy - Usability of an Adapted Electronic Health Record (EHR)-based Cardiovascular Health Application in the Oncology Setting
Jennifer Cornacchione Ross, PhD, Assistant Professor, Social Sciences & Health Policy - Relative Effectiveness of Pictorial vs. Text-Only Cigarillo Warnings among Young Adults
Kimberly Wagoner, DrPH, MPH, Assistant Professor, Social Sciences & Health Policy - Consumer Perceptions of Health Claims Made in Vape Shops
Kristie Long Foley, PhD, Professor and Chair, Implementation Science - The OaSIS Trial: A Hybrid Type II, National Cluster Randomized Trial to Implement Smoking Cessation During CT Screening for Lung Cancer
 Lynne Wagner, PhD, Professor, Social Sciences & Health Policy - Cancer-related Cognitive Impairment among Breast Cancer Patients Randomized to Endocrine Therapy Alone (E) Versus Chemoendocrine Therapy (CT+E): ECOG-ACRIN TAILORx Trial Patient-reported Outcomes Results
Kathleen Hayden, PhD, Associate Professor, Social Sciences & Health Policy - Clonal Hematopoiesis of Indeterminate Potential (CHIP): A new protective/risk factor for dementia?
Lindsay Reynolds, PhD, Assistant Professor, Epidemiology & Prevention - Footprints on DNA
Michael Miller, PhD, Professor, Biostatistics and Data Science - Movement as Medicine -- Tailoring activity prescriptions in later life

Distinguished Panel Speakers (1:45 pm – 3:15 pm)

Donna Arnett, PhD, Professor and Dean
University of Kentucky College of Public Health

Colin B. Begg, PhD, Chair, Department of Epidemiology & Biostatistics, Associate Director for Population Science
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

Geni Eng, DrPH, Professor
Department of Health Behavior, UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health

Andrea Z. LaCoroix, PhD, Professor and Chief
Division of Epidemiology, Department of Family Medicine and Public Health, University of California San Diego School of Medicine